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The NCDOT (North Central District Operational Team) discerns and visions a new purpose for 
the team in the coming transition – a resource, enabler, facilitator of circuit ministry establishment. 
We have come to this after considering our values, context, strengths, and limitations: 

1) we feel we have a level of trust with local pastors and leaders the Conference staff does not 
currently enjoy 

2) we feel we have an agility and timeliness in response to gatherings and questions 
3) we feel some uncertainty with current Conference budget conditions to the sustainability 

of paid conference staff to the end of this transition 
 
We do want to be clear that we do not see ourselves as an instead of, but an addition to the work 
of the Conference and District. We will require knowledge, training, and guidance by the 
Conference and District to bear fruit. We have discerned, alongside of Conference leadership, that 
circuit ministry is our future toward sustainable and excellent local ministry and mission in line 
with our Mission and Vision as a conference, but we have also discerned that being closer and in 
the midst of that local ministry, we could be a valuable asset in the creation of viable, workable, 
and strong circuits. 
 
We acknowledge we don’t exactly know how this will be accomplished, no MAP (Ministry Action 
Plan) has been completed. We have scheduled a Transitional Conversation gathering for May 5, 
2020 at 9am at the Iowa Falls 1st United Methodist Church to further vision and clarification. We 
plan to be in conversation with the District Parish Development Team as well a Conference 
leadership. We look forward to how together we might emerge from this transition positioned to 
be a relevant, healthy and powerful representative of Christ in our local parishes and the world.  
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